
You are kindly invited to participate in our international orienteering meeting! According to the CEOC 
decision, this year CEYOC will be organized in the “open format”. It means that it is not necessary to be 
a part of the national team to participate in CEYOC categories. If you were born in 2004 or later you can 
take part in our demanding orienteering rivalry.

We would like to prepare three days of orienteering on the highest level - one sprint distance in the city 
center of Olkusz and two demanding forest stages in Ogrodzieniec. We really hope to see all the youth 
faces at our event soon. Detailed maps, challenging courses and demanding terrain - everything is waiting 
here for you. Let’s start the orienteering season together!

1.04.2022 - Sprint Distance, Olkusz
2.04.2022 - Middle Distance, Ogrodzieniec
3.04.2022 - Relay, Ogrodzieniec

WKS „WAWEL”
3 Podchorążych Street
30-084 Kraków
e-mail: zawody@wawelcup.pl

WKS WAWEL PRESIDENT: Piotr Ludwig
EVENT DIRECTOR: Michał Garbacik
MAIN REFEREE: Włodzimierz Dyzio
FINANCE DIRECTOR: Anna Karnia-Biskupska
EVENT OFFICE DIRECTOR: Katarzyna Gawron
START DIRECTOR: Teresa Bugaj, Katarzyna Bugaj
MAPPERS: Rafał Podziński, Jacek Morawski, Wojciech Dwojak
COURSE PLANNERS: Rafał Podziński, Jacek Morawski, Wojciech Dwojak
SI: Marcin Leśnicki
COMMENTATOR: Sławomir Cygler
PHOTO: Jakub Kijak
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W16, M16 – girls and boys born 2006 or later
W18, M18 – girls and boys born 2004 or later

We are preparing cheap accommodation possibilities for National Teams. More info soon. 

Sprint - Olkusz
Mapper - Rafał Podziński
Course planner - Rafał Podziński
Scale - 1-4:000, e - 2 m 

Sprint race will be held in the city of Olkusz. Terrain is completely urban and 
consists of two different areas: typical Polish residential area and Olkusz old 
town. The runnability and visibility vary from very good to perfect. Enjoy the 
sprint beginning!

Middle - Rodaki
Mappers - Wojciech Dwojak, Jacek Morawski
Course planner - Wojciech Dwojak
Scale - 1-10:000, e - 5 m

In the forest there are a lot of types of rock formations - rocks, cliffs, rock 
pillars. The runnability is from really good to impeded by dense vegetation. 
Visibility sometimes is also impeded by dense vegetation. There are some 
open land and varied terrain features! Challenging and rocky middle is  
waiting for you!

Relay - Ogrodzieniec Krępa
Mappers - Wojciech Dwojak, Jacek Morawski
Course planner - Jacek Morawski
Scale - 1-10:000, e - 5 m 

Relays will be held in a completely different type of terrain. Forest is rich  
with thickets and clearings, almost no elevation. In the terrain you will also 
find a well developed road network. Full speed and weather-eye is a relay 
must-have to win!
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The registration is available online via registration form - orientharper.pl

1st due date 
(Deadline - 14.02)

2nd due date
(Deadline - 25.03)

Individual Races 8 EURO / 35 PLN
/ per competition

10 EURO / 45 PLN
/ per competition

Relay 30 EURO / team

After completing the form, you should arrange the corresponding payment 
to the following bank account.

 
bank account: WOJSKOWY KLUB SPORTOWY WAWEL 
PL 26 1090 1665 0000 0001 3605 9803 
BIC/SWIFT WBKPPLPP
address: WOJSKOWY KLUB SPORTOWY WAWEL, 3 Podchorążych Street, 30-084 Kraków 
note: CEYOC, name and surname, club name

bank account: WOJSKOWY KLUB SPORTOWY WAWEL
PL 39 1090 2590 0000 0001 3054 8491
BIC/SWIFT WBKPPLPP
address: WOJSKOWY KLUB SPORTOWY WAWEL, 3 Podchorążych Street, 30-084 Kraków
note: CEYOC, name and surname, club name.

We kindly ask you to notify us about the need for invoice - fakturywawelcup@gmail.com.

As per regulations, the registration fee is non-refundable.
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- The competitions will be organised according to the CEYOC rules.
- Bulletin 2 will be published in March 2022.
- Medical rescuer aid will be available in the competition center.
- Competitors are obliged to have valid medical examinations. Managers of teams are responsible for 
checking the medical examinations.
- Organizer has bought civil responsibility insurance.
- Organizer does not bear the costs of individual insurance
- Applications to the competition means agreement with all decisions from the bulletin and agreement 
for transformation of personal data. 

Competition website - http://wawelcup.pl/en/ceyoc/

We present the current situation regarding to COVID-19 travel regulations. We would like to also point 
out that the above regulations may change, which we will inform about on our website.

You can cross the border, if you:
- have completed a full vaccination cycle, and 14 days (counting from the day following the date of the 
final dose) have passed since their final dose,
- have recovered from a SARS-CoV-2 infection (so-called “convalescents”) at most 6 months before the 
day on which they cross the border of the Republic of Poland, 
- present a negative COVID-19 test result, confirmed by an EU Digital COVID Certificate or by another docu-
ment in Polish or in English. The test must be performed at most 48 hours before the border is crossed,
- are children not older than 12 travelling under the guardianship of adults who are vaccinated against 
COVID-19 or have a negative COVID-19 test result.

Detailed information - https://www.gov.pl/web/coronavirus/eu-member-states-schengen-area-turkey

During our event, we will organize Public Races (on the same terrain but on the different starting points). 
We are also encouraged to read the Wawel Spring Cup bulletin.

 Training possibilities will be provided. More info soon on our website.
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